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?riginal application ?led January 26, 1928, Serial No. 249,537. Divided and this application ‘filed June 
20, 1929. Serial No. 372,260. . 

My invention relates to improvements in 
jewelry cases and like containers and its pur 
pose is to provide an improved case adapted 
for use as a container for watches, jewelry, 

5 pens and pencils, and various other articles. 
The present application is a division of my 
pending application for patent ?led January 
26, 1928, Serial No. 249,537, and relates to 
the construction of the box therein described. 

10 The principal object of the invention is to pro 
vide an improved jewelry case or similar con 
tainer comprising a box body member or 
frame structure which may be conveniently 
and readily formed at small cost from sheet 

15 metal, by stamping and punchin , and in 
which the parts necessary to the ormation 
of the complete box or container may be read 
ily assembled without the use of auxiliary 
fastening means. A further object of the 

an invention is to provide a container for arti 
cles such as those mentioned comprising a 
plurality of parts which may be readily ?tted 
together and which retain themselves in their 
proper positions without being rigidly at 

25 tached to the frame or box of the container. 
Other objects of my invention relating to vari 
ous features of construction and arrangement 
of the parts will appear more fully herein 
after. 
The nature of my invention will be'un 

derstood from the following speci?cation 
taken with the accompanying drawings in 
which one form of my improved jewelry case 
is illustrated, and a convenient method of 
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35 
ings, 
Figure 1 shows a erspective view of the 

sheet metal blank rom which the frame 
structure of the box or lower part of the jew 
elry case is formed; , 

Fig. 2 is a perspective view of the sheet 
metal blank after the ?rst punching opera 
tion has been performed thereon in the pro 
cess of making the frame structure of the 
container and after the covering material 
‘forming the exterior ?nish of the box body 
has been applied, a portion of this covering 
material being broken away to show a de 
pression formed in the metal blank to accom 
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.50 modate the ‘roll of the hinge of the boxy, 

forming the same is described. In the draw-' 

Fig. 3 is a perspective view similar to that 
‘of Fig. 2 showing the arrangement of the 
parts after the next succeeding punching op- - 
eration of the covered blank; 

Fig. 4. is a perspective View. similar to that 
of Fig. 3 showing the relative arrangement 
of the parts after a still further punching and 
bending operation has been performed on the 
covered sheet metal structure. 

Fig. 5 is a perspective‘view showing the 
structureillustrated in Fig. 4-. with the cover 
and hinges of the case applied thereto and 
with an outer lining applied on the inside of 
the box; 

Fig. 6 is a cross-sectional view taken at 
right angles to the axes of the hinges illus 
trated in Fig. 5; > 

Fig. 7 is a perspective view similar to that 
of Fig. 5 showing the complete jewelry case 
with ‘all of the linings and other interior 
members applied; 

Fig. 8 is a transverse ' sectional view 
through the, box and cover with the linings 
and other interior parts removed, the cover 
being in closed position; and 

Fig. 9 is an enlarged cross-sectional view 
taken transversely of the jewelry case with all 
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parts thereof in place and with the cover in ' 
closed position. 

First brie?y describing the method em 
ployed by me in forming my novel box, more 
fully set forth in my pending application, it 
may be explained that the frame member of 
the body portion of the box is formed by ?rst 
stamping the edges of a rectangular blank 
of sheet metal 10 downwardly and outward. 
ly, and also forming in the blank depressions 
a—a for-the hinge roll. The blank is then 
covered (by use'of a suitable adhesive) with 
the covering ‘material 21 used to give ?nish 
to the box, this material extending around the 
edges of the side ?anges 12 and end ?an es 13 
forming the outer walls of the box ody, 
which in the present instance slope dowln~ 
wardly and outwardly, though obviously any 
other desired contour may be employed. By 
other operations a portion of the center of 
the blank is removed from the top portion 11 
and tongue 17 and 18 formed on the blank. 
The blank is then bent to form downwardly 
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3 extending inner side walls 19 and end walls 
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20 and inwardly extending horizontal ?anges 
15 and 16 connected to the bottom of the 1n 
ner walls 19 and 20, res ectively. The edges 
of the covering materia 21 within the frame 
structure are protected by a surrounding 
lining member 22 which is in the form of a 
band of relatively stiff fabric or other mate 
rial having its lower edges resting on the 
?anges 1B and 16 and having its upper edges 
terminating substantially ?ush with the up 
per edges 23 of the surrounding frame to 
which the covering _21 has been applied. The 
ends 22‘ of the lining member 22 are prefer 
ably secured in place by glue or the like. 
As shown in Fig. 5, the case also comprises 

a cover 25 having a‘ top wall member 25. 
bounded by an integral surrounding ?ange 
25h which is formed by punching a sheet 
metal plate to project the surrounding ?anges 
transversely thereto. .The top wall 25m may 
be formed, as shown, with a rectangular ele 
vated'portion 25°. This cover has a layer of 
leather,.,imitati0n leather or other covering 
material 26 applied thereto by glue or the 
like with'the edges thereof carried upwardly‘ 
inside of the flanges 25". The edges of the 
?anges 25‘ are adapted to coincide with the 
efges '23 of the lower box framewhen the 
cover is closed. The lower frame structure 
and the cover 25 are secured together by 
hinges 27 and each hinge member is provided 
with apertures adapted to be engaged by the 
tongues 18 formed on the lower frame and by 
other tongues 28 formed on the cover. The 
tongues on the cover and frame are bent 
transversely to hold the hinges ?rmly, in 
place, the depressions a-a formedlin the box 
body member to receive the hinge rolls serv 
ing to permita close seating of the cover upon 
the box. Each of the pivotally connected 
hinge members is provided with a notch as 
shown at 29' to be engaged by a curved‘leaf 
spring 30 having substantially the form of 
the letter C with the ends thereof hooked 
about the edges of the hinge members at the 
bottoms of the notches 29. These spring 
members are such that they will hold the 
cover 25 in either an open or closed position 
after the cover is swung beyond an interme 
diate neutral point. In Fig. 6 of the draw 
ings the springs 30 are shown as servinv to 
holdthe cover 25 in its open position while in 
Fig, 8 they are illustrated in position to main 
tain the cover . closed. 
In‘ constructing the box, after the parts 

have been-formed and assembled in the man 
nerfillustrated in Fig. 5,‘ ‘the lining members 
andjajewelry’tray,or'support are put in place. 

‘1 A_ strip; o'fjsilka32jor the like'is arranged over 
the-hinges and the hinge joint longitudinally 
of the ex and of sufficient width to overlap 
the adjacentnbottomn?ange 15 and also the 
topnw‘all 25" of the__cover. A cover lining 
mlember33foverlapping the outer side of one 
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edge of the hinge covering 32 is secured by 
glue or paste to the inside of the cover. This 
cover lining 33 may. preferably be a sheet of 
cardboard or a rectangular cardboard frame 
covered with silk or other material similar to 
that forming the hinge covering 32 and upon 
engaging vpaste or glue previously applied to 
the inside of the cover it will be held in place 
and will at the same time hold the hinge cov 
ering 32 in place by friction. If the body 
structure of the cover lining 33 has su?icient 
stiffness and resiliency it may be caused to 
retain itself in position without employing 
anyglue or other fastening means. 
'A sheet of cardboard 34 constituting an in 

ner bottom wall is arranged in the bottom of 
the lower framestructure with its edges rest 
ing on the ?anges 15 and 16 and of such a size 
that it fits closely within the outer lining 
strip 22. , One edge of the cardboard sheet 34 
rests on the edge of the hinge covering 32 
and holds the lower part thereof in place. 
\Vithin the container constructed as thus far 
described, is arranged the jewelry tray or 
support 35 which is-preferably made up of a 
sheet metal frame 36 stamped from a sheet 
metal blank to form downwardly extending 
outer ?anges 36‘ and one or more intermedi 
ate depressions 37, the single depression 37 
shown in Figs. 7 and 9 being of suitable shape ' 
to receive a wrist watch and its connected 
wrist band. The sheet metal frame 36 of the 
jewelry tray has an outer covering 38 of 
plush or the like, the lower edges of which 
are turned upwardly on the insides of the 
?anges 36‘ and secured in place by a sheet 
39 of cardboard or sheet metal. The plush 
lining 38 conforms to the contour of the de 
pression 37 which is enlarged at one end as 
shown in Fig. 7 to receive the watch. This 
jewelry tray preferably has a tab 40 attached 
to the side thereof so that it may be pulled 
upwardly and replaced by another tray hav 
ing a depression of different conformation to 
receive another article of jewelry of differ 
ent shape. This tray is held in place by grav 
ity and by frictional contact with the sur 
rounding lining member 22. The opening 
between the surrounding walls formed by the 
covered ?an es 12 and 13 of the box beneath 
the tray is c osed by an outer bottom wall 41 
made up of a sheet 41' of cardboard or sheet 
.metal having a covering 41" of leather or the - 
like appliedv to the lower surface thereof. 
This outer bottom wall 41 lies immediately 
below the ?anges 15 and 16 of the box body, 
adjacent the inner wall or cardboard sheet‘ 
34 resting on top of such ?anges, and is glued 
to such 5 eet to secure the parts together and 
complete the box body, the ?exibility of the 
wall members being sufficient to permit ' a 
firm glued connection to be made. 
Although one form of the inventon has 

been shown and described in connection with 
one method of forming the improved jewelrv 
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case, it will be understood that the invention 
. may be embodied in various forms and prac 

' ticed in various ways within the scope of the 
' appended claims. ' "' 
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I claim: 
1. A case for jewelry and the like includ 

ing, a lower frame structure of sheet metal 
having surrounding outer walls united at 
their upper edges with downwardly extend 
ing inner walls provided with inwardly di 
rected ?anges, a cover of ?exible material ap 
plied to sa1d walls, and a jewelry tray sup 
ported by said ?anges. 

2. A case for jewelry and the like including - 
a sheetmetal box frame having surrounding 
outer walls of sheet metal united at their up- - 

porting base and united at their upper edges 
with downwardly extending inner walls hav 
ing inwardly extending horizontal ?anges 
disposed above the plane of the lower edges of 
the outer walls, and a cover formed with 
?anges arranged to seat upon the bend be 
tween said outer andainner walls of the box 
frame, said cover being provided with him es 
having leaves attached severally to the in 
side of one inner wall of the box frame and 
the inside of the corresponding ?ange of the 
cover. - 

JOHN M. SHIELDS. 

per edges with downwardly extending inner - 
walls having ?anges projecting ‘horizontally 
from the lower edges thereof, an inner bot 
tom wall within said inner walls resting'on 
said ?anges, and an outer bottom wall within 
said outer walls beneath and adjacent said 
?anges secured to said inner bottom wall. 

3. A case for jewelry and the like includ- ' 
ing a sheet metal box frame having surround 
ing outer walls of sheet metal united at their 
upperledges with downwardly extending in 
ner walls havin ?anges projecting horizon 
tally from the %ower edges thereof, a tray 
supported by said ?anges within said inner 

, walls, a bottom wall arranged within said 
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outer walls beneath said ?anges and meansv 
for securing said bottom wall to said ?anges. 

4. A case for jewelry and the like compris¢ 
ing a sheet metal box frame having continu 
ous downwardly and outwardly ?ared outer 
walls united at their u per edges with down 
wardly extending vertical inner walls having ’_ 
horizontal ?anges extending inwardly from 
their lower edges, and a bottom member with 
in the outer walls supported by said ?anges. 

5. A case for jewelry and the like inelud~ 
ing a sheet metal box frame having surround 
ing outer walls of ‘sheet metal forming a sup-' 
porting base and united at their upper edges‘ 
with downwardly extending inner walls hav 
ing inwardly extending horizontal ?anges 
disposed above the plane of the lower edges 
of the outer walls, and a bottom member with 
in said inner walls secured to'said ?anges. 

6. A case for jewelry and the like includ 
ing a sheet metal box frame having surround 
ing outer walls of sheet metal forming asup 
porting base and united at their upper edges 
with downwardly extending innerwalls'hav- - 
‘ing inwardly extending horizontal ?anges 
disposed above the plane of the lower edges 
of the outer walls, an inner bottom member 
above said ?anges and supported thereby, 
and an outer bottom member within said. 
outer walls below said ?anges and secured to 
said ?rst-mentioned bottom member. ' 
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7. A case for jewelry and the like including I 
a sheet metal box frame having surrounding 
outer walls of sheet metal forming a sup» 
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